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SUMMARY

Mirror invariance is a visual mechanism that emerges early in human development and that enables a prompt
recognition of mirror images. This visual capacity, useful to recognize objects, faces, and places from both
left and right perspectives, is also present in primates, pigeons, and cephalopods. Notwithstanding, the
same visual mechanism is suspected to be the source of a specific difficulty for a relatively recent human in-
vention—reading—by creating confusion between mirror letters (e.g., b-d in the Latin alphabet). Using an
ecologically valid school-based design, we show here that mirror invariance represents indeed amajor leash
for reading fluency acquisition in first graders. Our causal approach, which specifically targetedmirror invari-
ance for letters in a synergic combination with post-training sleep, doubled reading fluency. This gain was
obtained with as little as 7.5 h of multisensory-motor training to distinguish mirror letters, such as ‘‘b’’ versus
‘‘d.’’ The magnitude, automaticity, and duration of this mirror discrimination learning were greatly enhanced
by sleep, which keeps the gains perfectly intact even after 4 months. The results were consistently replicated
in three randomized controlled trials. They not only reveal an extreme case of cognitive plasticity in humans
(i.e., the inhibition in just 3 weeks of a �25-million-year-old visual mechanism), that allows adaptation to a
cultural activity (reading), but at the same time also show a simple and cost-effective way to unleash the
reading fluency potential of millions of children worldwide.

Q2

INTRODUCTIONQ3Q4
Q5

Every year, millions of children across the world engage in

learning to read and write, but more than half of them never

become fluent readers, remaining unable to fully comprehend

textual communication.1 The problem is further complicated by

dyslexia, which affects 5%–10% of the world population,2,3

and by the slow reading speed achieved when literacy is ac-

quired later in life,4 impacting reading comprehension.5 Thus,

the development of new efficient strategies to improve reading

fluency in the initial stage of literacy acquisition is timely.

Decades of research on the link between letter discrimination

and reading6,7 have established that letter discrimination is

enhanced by teaching children to attend to critical features of

the stimuli during discrimination,8,9 and that letter discrimination

training on highly confusable letters increases learning relative to

the same training on less confusable letters.10 Indeed, training

children to discriminate visually similar letters and map them to

corresponding phonemes is the proposed explanation for the ef-

ficacy of the highly replicated work of GraphoGame.11,12

While the biological and cognitive basis of literacy acquisition

has been progressively understood and applied,2,4,13–19 its

translation to efficient educational practices worldwide remains

‘‘a bridge too far’’20 in most educational contexts.21 To address

this challenge, we focused here on one visual mechanism

that could interfere with reading fluency acquisition: mirror

invariance.

Mirror invariance enables the visual recognition of images from

either the left or right profiles (mirror images). This capacity

emerges early in human development22 and is shared with other

animals, from monkeys23 and pigeons24 to cephalopods.25

While mirror invariance is useful in the natural world, it is

Current Biology 31, 1–12, February 22, 2021 ª 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 1
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suspected to be the source of ‘‘mirror confusion’’ for letters at

school,26–29 a frequent and pervasive difficulty in the beginning

of literacy acquisition (Figure 1A).

In the past decades, studies have shed light on the putative

cognitive and neural basis of mirror confusion.38 They show

the existence of equivalent responses in the human visual cortex

for mirror versions of the same images, be they objects,30

faces,31 places,32 or iconic images27,28 (Figure 1B). Confusion

due to mirror invariance can persist even after 2–3 years of liter-

acy practice,26,29 whereas for functional illiterates it may last

throughout life,39,40 showing how deeply mirror invariance is

rooted in the human visual system.

Despite this, skilled readers overcome mirror invariance,

exhibiting fast discrimination between left/right orientation of

letters, both at the perceptual level41 and at the brain re-

sponses’ level.15,27,28 It is now well established that literates

show selective responses for orthographic stimuli in a restricted

region of the left cerebral hemisphere, in the ventral part of the

temporal visual cortex- the so-called Visual Word Form Area

(VWFA)42—where mirror discrimination for letters28 and letter

strings27 is observed, while preserving mirror invariance for

other types of images. In fact, the VWFA represents a key

node in the orthographic processing flow, functioning as a

bottleneck in the communication between early visual areas

with language areas.43 While beginner readers exhibit a letter-

by-letter processing style, expert readers can process several

letters-in-words in parallel, with the VWFA processing one

whole word at a time44 and possibly more,45,46 depending on

the task.47 Literacy acquisition also induces early (<200 ms)

left-hemisphere lateralization of neural responses to visual pre-

sentations of the learned script48 and also its mirror discrimina-

tion,15 suggesting that these are quite automatic processes, in

accordance to the fast responses observed at the behavioral

level.41 By learning grapheme-phoneme correspondences

(i.e., mapping visual and auditory representations), literates

activate the auditory cortex when processing orthographic

visual stimuli, but they also exhibit VWFA activation during an

auditory lexical decision task.4 Other mappings across neural

systems are also promoted by literacy, such as that between

the visual representation of letters and the corresponding

writing gestures,49,50 with the behavioral consequence that

mirror confusion in the writing domain is paralleled with mirror

confusion in the visual domain.29

We have previously postulated that readers typically over-

come the mirror invariance of the visual system through multi-

sensory-motor mappings of letter representations.33 We had

highlighted that these mappings could be particularly important

to deal with the most problematic letters for the visual system,

i.e., mirror letters (in the Latin alphabet, the lowercase letters

b-d or p-q), especially knowing that top-down information from

other systems could disentangle mirror-letter pairs with discrim-

inative information: different sounds, different writing gestures,

and different vocalizations for each of the two letters in a

mirror-letter pair (Figure 1C).

However, no systematic training to differentiate mirror letters

is typically promoted at school. Under these conditions, the

audio-visual-writing mappings for mirror letters are probably

only built sparsely and slowly, as suggested by the long persis-

tence (2–3 years) of mirror confusion for letters after the begin-

ning of literacy training.26,29,39,41 We have thus predicted that

by systematically targeting mirror-letter distinction using a multi-

sensory-motor approach, we would improve mirror discrimina-

tion for letters, accelerating their visual identification, and as a

consequence, increasing reading fluency.33

Since mirror invariance is deeply rooted in our visual system,

even an efficient targeted learning would require sufficient

consolidation. Intensive or prolonged training regimes can pro-

duce learning consolidation but are not cost-effective. One

physiological factor known to improve learning consolidation is

sleep,34,35 and there is mounting evidence that even post-

training naps can improve the short-term retention of declarative

contents learned at school.36,37,51

Figure 1. Study Rationale

(A) Confusion with the correct orientation of letters

is common among first graders,26 with writing er-

rors being paralleled by visual perception errors.29

(B) Mirror invariance in high-level visual cortex is

suspected to be the main source of mirror confu-

sion for letters27,28,30–32 and could hamper reading

fluency acquisition.

(C) Our hypothetical learning model of how mirror

invariance for letters is slowly overcome in school

in a non-systematic way (via multisensory-motor

mappings) (modified from33).

(D) Three RCTs were performed here to probe the

impact of a brief targeted intervention (30 min/day

for 3 weeks) on mirror invariance for letters and on

reading fluency. Multisensory-motor activities

were used, such as ‘‘air-writing’’ (left) and tactile

perception of letter traces (right), while listening to

and/or producing letter sounds.

(E) To test whether sleep could improve learning

consolidation34–37 of the targeted training, one

group of participants (T+S group) took post-

training naps (up to 2 h).
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Therefore, we designed a combined intervention52 associ-

ating target training—to addressmirror invariance for letters us-

ing multisensory-motor activities (Figure 1D) with post-training

naps, to enhance memory consolidation (Figure 1E). To test

the impact of the intervention on mirror invariance for letters

and reading fluency, we carried out three randomized

controlled trials (RCTs), one pre-registered,53 with 5- to

7-year-old children in Natal (Brazil), learning to read and write

in Brazilian Portuguese. We evaluated both short- and long-

Figure 2. Impact of the Intervention on

Visual Mirror Discrimination for Letters

Top (task): in this visual task, participants decided

whether two stimuli sequentially presented on a

laptop were the ‘‘same’’ or ‘‘different,’’ pressing

corresponding buttons. Two categories of stimuli

(letters or iconic symbols) and three trial types

(same, different, or mirror) were present. Note that

mirror trials should be assigned as ‘‘different.’’

Stimulus duration is indicated below each frame.

Bottom (results): results concern the ‘‘mirror trials’’

for letters category (indicated here by a green

frame in the top image).

(A and B) Error rates (ER) (A) and response times

(RTs) (B) with only correctly responded trials

considered (see Figure S2). Note that these results

concern all 10 letters of the experiment (see STAR

Methods) and not only mirror letters. Columns:

pre-intervention baseline (left), immediately after

the 3-week intervention (middle), and �120 days

after the end of the intervention (right). Each dot

represents one participant. Symbols indicate sta-

tistically significant differences in pairwise group

comparisons (Wilcoxon rank-sum test; p < 0.05

Bonferroni-corrected) from the C group (*), from

the AC group (#), and between the T and T+S (—)

groups (see Data S1, A and B). The AC group

underwent the same activities as the training

group but played only with symmetrical letters

(e.g., A and X), thus with no mirror discrimination

learning. Boxplots: central horizontal line, median;

box, 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers, minimum

and maximum; outlier = box limits ± 1.5 inter-

quartile range.

Also see Figures S4–S6, Table S1, Data S2, and

Data S3.

term effects of the 3-week intervention,

including the impact of post-training

naps.

In each RCT replica, we applied our

same-different visual task, as used in pre-

vious behavioral41 and neuroimaging

studies15,27,28: the participants were re-

quested to distinguish the mirror presen-

tations of stimuli (Figure 2, top). We also

applied awriting task, performed onpaper

with pencil, where participants were

asked to reproduce letters (Figure 5,

top). Last, we employed the same reading

fluency task as previously,4 measuring the

number of stimuli (words or pseudowords)

read in 1 min (Figure 6, top).

For each task, three data points were collected: baseline,

short-term (immediately after the intervention), and long-term

(�120 days after the end of the intervention), except for the

reading fluency task that was only accessed at the long-term

measure, since the participants were not able to read yet at

the initial assessments. In each RCT, participants were randomly

assigned to one of the two training groups, i.e., Training (T) or

Training + Sleep (T+S), or one of the two control groups, i.e.,

Control (C) and Active Control (AC) groups. In the C group,
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participants did not receive any training, and in the Active Control

(AC) group participants received similar multisensory-motor ac-

tivities but played with the symmetrical letters such as A and X,

therefore avoiding training on mirror discrimination for letters

but controlling for non-specific socio-emotional factors that

were present in the two training groups.

RESULTS

The results in all three RCT replicas consistently show short-term

improvement inmirror discrimination for letters in the two training

groups but not in the two control groups, revealing extreme

cognitive plasticity in humans, quickly mitigating the expression

of a visual mechanism that is putatively active in humans for mil-

lions of years. Indeed, in the visual task, participants in the T and

T+S groups made very few errors when judging two subsequent

letters in different orientations, and responded faster (Figures 2A

and 2B; Data S1, A and B), which was not the case in the control

groups (C and AC). Note the strong impact of sleep further

increasing the speed of visual discrimination (T+S versus

T group). For the writing task, almost all trained participants

(T and T+S groups) performed the task without errors, again

when assessed just after the intervention (Figure 5, bottom,

Data S1, A and B); detailed statistics in Data S1, C, (normality

test), Data S1, D (samples sizes at each time point, means,

and standard deviations); and Table S1 (effect sizes). These

short-term results reveal an example of major cognitive plasticity

in humans induced by culture, quickly mitigating the behavioral

expression of a visual mechanism that is putatively active in hu-

mans for �25 millions of years54 or more.24,25

Concerning long-term effects of the intervention, we observed

in all three replicas a strong impact of sleep on learning, as the

T+S group show perfectly preserved improvements obtained

at short term on both the visual (preserved speed and absence

of errors) and writing tasks. Note in contrast the approximate

2-fold loss on long-term performance (relative to short-term) in

the T group for both visual errors and writing errors.

The impact of the intervention was selective for letters, since

no significant change was observed for non-alphabetic control

images (Figure 3; Data S1, A). Further, to rule out the possibility

the observed effects were driven by general letter discrimination

training rather than the highly specific influence of learning to

actively suppress the intrusion of mirror invariance bias, we

conducted signal detection theory (SDT) analyses (d’Q8 and bias),

and we also present separate results for ‘‘same,’’ ‘‘different,’’

and ‘‘mirror’’ conditions (see ‘‘Extended analysis with data

collapsed’’ in the STAR Methods). All the results pointed to a

specific learning effect of mirror discrimination for letters but

not for symbols, which took place after the intervention, only

for the target groups (T and T+S). Results suggest a bias inmirror

trials, perceived as ‘‘same’’ at the baseline, but after the interven-

tion this bias was disrupted for the target training groups (T and

T+S) specifically for letters, not for symbols (Figures S5 and S6).

To investigate whether such letter specificity was restricted to

mirror letters, next we performed an exploratory ‘‘generalization

analysis’’ by sorting the data for mirror letters versus non-mirror

letters, as three mirror letters (b, s, z) used in the training of target

groups (T and T+S) were present in the set of 10 letters of the

visual task (b, f, h, k, s, z, c, e, a, g). As can be seen in Figure 4,

there was a training-related improvement also for the other

letters (non-mirror letters), which suggests that the specific

learning of mirror discrimination for letters generalizes to other

letters. This result converges with our previous findings of liter-

acy effects on mirror discrimination that generalizes for visually

similar pseudofonts,41 showing that mirror discrimination

learning for letters does not stay encapsulated for the mirror let-

ters used during the training but generalizes to other letters.

Importantly, however, it was only when the targeted training

was combined with post-training naps that it boosted reading

fluency, as participants in the T+S group read approximately

two times faster than controls (C and AC) (Figure 6A). Crucially,

in all three RCTs, reading speed was proportional to improve-

ments in mirror discrimination speed for letters (Figure 6B). It

should be noted that training not followed by sleep (T group)

was sufficient to produce clear short-term improvements on

mirror discrimination relative to controls, both on the visual (Fig-

ure 2) and writing tasks (Figure 5), and even long-term improve-

ments, reducing mirror errors for letters in the visual task (Fig-

ure 2A). However, the lack of sleep consolidation hampered

the magnitude of short and long-term benefits that could be ob-

tained by the training, especially concerning the speed of mirror

discrimination for letters (Figure 2B). Note also that participants

in the T group had regular sleep consolidation at night, but the

delay between the morning training and the night sleep is that

of several hours. In contrast, participants in the T+S group had

sleep consolidation (in the form of post-lunch naps) much closer

to the morning training. These results support the notion that

the delay between the training and the beginning of sleep

consolidation is a critical factor, as shown by previous research

in children.55,56 Taken together, the results suggest that sleep

consolidation was particularly important for the automaticity of

the acquired mirror discrimination, being critical to double

reading fluency (Figure 6).

The individual data reported in Figure 6B suggest a possible

causal link between the selective inhibition of mirror invariance

for letters and future reading fluency development. To quantify

the unique variance of future reading speed development ex-

plained by the improvement in mirror discrimination speed,

and control for age as a possible confound variable, we pooled

all participants (n = 106) to generate a linear regression model.

Table S2 shows that, irrespective of age, the variance explained

is �43%. An extended description of the data collapsed across

the three replicas confirmed the results (see STAR Methods).

To rule out the possibility that the within-group correlations

could contradict the across-group correlations (Simpson’s

paradox), reading fluency data across the three replicas were

pooled by group and analyzed. As shown in Figure S1, the

within-group correlations did not show Simpson’s paradox,

since none of them (Rho: �0.037, 0.2, 0.29, 0.33) effectively

reversed the direction of the across-group correlations (Rho:

0.55, 0.64, 0.70). Please note that none of the within-group cor-

relations were significant, while all the across-group correlations

were significant. This was to be expected, since the dynamic

range is narrow within groups but wide across groups after the

intervention, with a causal impact on the performance.

Could it be that within-group differences were preserved or

even amplified over time, leading to the large and significant

Spearman correlations between performance at baseline and
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performance after �120 days for each task? In principle, this

could be the case for the control groups but should not occur

for the trained groups; i.e., if the effects of the intervention are

large enough they should mitigate small differences in the

pre-training ranking due to a ceiling effect. If this is correct,

given that the T+S group has better overall performance than

the T group after�120 days, we should also expect Spearman’s

Rho to be larger for T (some ceiling) than for T+S (full ceiling).

Indeed, in the T+S group there should be no significant correla-

tion whatsoever between measurements taken before and

after training, since all students reached maximum learning.

To test these hypotheses, we calculated separately for each

Figure 3. The Intervention Had No Impact

on the Control Condition (mirror trials for

symbols)

Note that training does not change performance

for non-alphabetic stimuli.

(A and B) Error rates (A) and response times (RTs)

(B) for the control condition mirror trials for sym-

bols (this condition is indicated by a green frame in

the top image). In all measurements, replicas, and

time points, there is no significant group effect

(except for a small intervention effect on RTs in

replica 1 immediately after the intervention; see

Data S1, A). Columns: measures at the pre-inter-

vention baseline (left), at the end of the 3-week

intervention (middle), and at �120 days after the

end of the intervention (right). Each dot represents

one participant. Boxplots: central horizontal line,

median; box, 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers,

minimum and maximum; outlier = box limits ± 1.5

interquartile range. Also see Figures S4–S6, Table

S1, Data S2, and Data S3.

group the correlations between perfor-

mance at baseline and performance after

�120 days for each task. As shown in Fig-

ure S2, our hypothesis held. In the control

groups, the best-performing students

kept their superior performance in rela-

tion to the other students, but in the

trained groups, this correlation was

much weaker, with zero correlation for

the T+S group.

It is important to note that the three

main measures (errors in the writing

task, errors and speed in the visual task)

presented equivalent baselines across

all groups and replicas. The impact of

the sleep-consolidated intervention

(T+S) in all three replicas improved all

the measures relative to baseline. Across

groups, participants presented equiva-

lent capacities before the intervention,

when reading was not achieved yet, and

the differences observed in reading

speed several months later are related

to the synergic combination of the target

training and sleep consolidation. Note

that out of 15 baseline measures in total,

comprising 5 measures (letters RTs, symbols RTs, letters ERs,

symbols ERs, writing) and 3 replicas, only 3 out of 15 compari-

sons did not meet the normality criterion after Bonferroni correc-

tion (letter ERs and writing in the 2nd replica, letter RTs in the 3rd

replica; see Data S1, C, a = 0.0033), so there was no floor effect

by which differences between participants could have been

minimized or skewed as they approached some lower limit.

It has been suggested that the kind of training used in the pre-

sent study could allow strong placebo and Hawethorn Q9effects on

student motivation.57 It is quite unlikely that the results could be

explained by potential teacher bias, because the teachers were

blind to the experimental design and to group assignment. As to
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the children, those in the T, T+S, and AC groups indeed went

outside the regular classes for 30 min every weekday, for

3 weeks, and this could in fact have generated a Hawethorn ef-

fect favoring these groups relative to the C group. Importantly,

however, this ‘‘special feeling’’ should also affect the AC group

who also went outside the regular classes to play the ‘‘nicemulti-

sensory games’’ with letters. The exact same training proced-

ures were applied to the T+S, T, and AC groups, the only differ-

ence being the letters used in the training for the AC group

(symmetric letters, to avoid mirror discrimination learning).

Crucially, however, equivalent results were found between the

two control groups (AC and C) across all tasks, measures, and

Figure 4. Generalization of Mirror Discrimi-

nation Learning to Other Letters

Collapsed data across the three replicas are

shown.

(A) Error rates for mirror letters versus other letters,

restricted to the mirror condition.

(B) Response times for mirror letters versus other

letters, restricted to the mirror condition. This

exploratory analysis shows a generalization of

learning mirror discrimination for other letters

(collapsed data). Vertical bars illustrate pointwise

95% confidence intervals.

replicas, making the hypothesis of a sys-

tematic Hawethorn effect only for the

target groups (T and T+S) and not for

the AC group very unlikely to explain the

overall pattern of results. The same can

be concluded for the specific long-term

gains in the T+S group. Another caveat

worth considering is tester bias, because

the tester in the reading test was the

same tester who trained the groups.

Note, however, that the computer version

of the task was not subjected to human

bias, and the results were quite similar

to those of the pencil-and-paper tests.

Furthermore, please note that for the

correction of the writing task, where the

group knowledge could indeed signifi-

cantly bias the correction decision

(‘‘Was the letter copied correctly?’’), we

used a blind correction, performed by a

different experimenter blind to the

grouping of participants.

Despite the limitations of our study,

which was performed in a school environ-

ment with a high number of dropouts, a

small number of participants per group,

and restrictions to short and few tests in

order to minimize the disturbance on the

school dynamics, the three replicas

consistently show that the sleep-consoli-

dated training is able to quickly mitigate

mirror invariance for letters with very little

training (7.5 h in total) and been tremen-

dously amplified by sleep consolidation, generating a long-last-

ing mirror discrimination learning for letters, unleashing reading

fluency in beginner readers.

Overall, the pattern of results is highly suggestive of specific

effects of ‘‘mirror discrimination learning for letters’’: (1) the

changes in RTs, errors, d’, and bias after the intervention are

specific for the mirror condition in letters category; (2) the con-

trol category (symbols) and groups (C and AC groups) did not

present changes in these measures after the intervention,

despite equivalent baselines with the target training groups

(note that the AC group received the exact same training but

instead of mirror letters the children in the AC group were
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exposed with symmetrical letters, which means that no mirror

discrimination learning was possible during their training); (3)

the high positive correlation of improvements in mirror discrim-

ination for letters (i.e., specifically in the mirror condition for let-

ters category) and improvements in reading speed (Figure 6B)

suggest that it was specifically mirror discrimination improve-

ments for letters that was related to increases in reading

fluency; (4) results for same and different conditions also

converge to suggest a specific effect of mirror discrimination

learning for letters. It is not excluded however that ‘‘mirror

discrimination learning’’ can lead to a ‘‘general improvement’’

of letter representation (discrimination/identification); i.e., they

are not mutually exclusive.

Could the time spent in post-training napsbeproportional to the

gains in reading fluency?Weadded the dailymeasures of naptime

over the 3 weeks of intervention to establish a total amount of

sleep per student, akin to a total ‘‘dose’’ of sleep. Interestingly,

there were significant correlations across all replicas between to-

tal sleep amount and improvement inmirror discrimination speed,

as well as between total sleep amount and reading speed (Data

S3, A). Furthermore, the significant correlations between reading

speed and the improvement in mirror discrimination speed

Figure 5. Impact of the Intervention on Writing Errors

Top (task): participants observed single letters for 3 s, then with eye-masks wrote the letters with pencil on paper. Bottom (results): error rates for writing letters

(including mirror errors). Columns: pre-intervention baseline (left), immediately after the 3-week intervention (middle), and �120 days after the end of the

intervention (right). Each dot represents one participant. Symbols indicate statistically significant differences in pairwise group comparisons (Wilcoxon rank-sum

test; p < 0.05 Bonferroni corrected) from the C group (*), from the AC group (#), and between the T and T+S (—) groups (see Data S1, A and B). Boxplots: central

horizontal line, median; box, 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers, minimum and maximum; outlier = box limits ± 1.5 interquartile range. In replica 3, the number of

letters to copy was extended, including five additional letters (j, q, r, t, y).
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(Figure 6B) turned non-significant after adjustment for total sleep

amount. These results strongly suggest that total sleep amount

mediates the relationship between improvement inmirror discrim-

ination speed and reading speed.Weconfirmed thismediation ef-

fect of sleep with a Sobel test (see ‘‘Extended analysis with

collapsed’’ data in the STAR Methods). To investigate whether

sleep per se could improve reading fluency, we applied the

Figure 6. Impact of the Intervention on

Reading Speed

(A) Reading speed (average of words and pseudo-

words read in one minute) for each group

measured several months after the end of the

intervention (indicated on the vertical axis in B).

The bottom and top boundaries of the yellow

stripe correspond to the 1st and 3rd interquartiles

(and the brown line to the median) of extra control

groups, controlling for the impact of afternoon

naps with no training (see Figure S3).

(B) Reading speed as a function of improvement

(relative to baseline) in the speed of mirror-letter

discrimination in the visual task (see Figure S2).

Each dot represents one participant. Symbols

indicate statistically significant differences in

pairwise group comparisons (Wilcoxon rank-sum

test; p < 0.05 Bonferroni-corrected) from the C

group (*), from the AC group (#), and between the

T and T+S (—) groups (—) (see Data S1, A and B),

Data S3, and Table S2). Boxplots: central hori-

zontal line, median; box, 25th and 75th percentiles;

whiskers, minimum and maximum; outlier = box

limits ± 1.5 interquartile range. Note that the low

number of remaining participants in replica 1 (see

Dropouts, Remaining participants, and Data An-

alyses sections in STAR Methods) precluded

significantly different results for T+S group under

this stringent correction.

reading fluency task in additional control

groups who also had post-lunch naps

but no training in the morning (Figure S3).

The results show that sleep alone did not

impact the reading speed (Figure 6A,

see yellow limits).

DISCUSSION

We demonstrated in the present study

that mirror invariance is a major physio-

logical barrier for the acquisition of

reading fluency in beginner readers. We

also showed that the initial bias caused

by mirror invariance can be success-

fully overcome with effective training,

specifically designed to improve mirror

discrimination for letters. Furthermore,

we showed that post-training sleep has

a major positive impact on the long-

term consolidation of this learning, so

as to greatly boost reading fluency.

The accuracy results were particularly

meaningful, since they are transparently

comparable across conditions and the effects are quite clear.

While these effects are very specific for mirror-letter training,

with the current data we cannot entirely rule out the possibility

that the two training conditions with asymmetric (T, T+S groups)

or symmetric letters (AC group) possibly differ in the degree to

which they support the discrimination of letters.6–10 Also note

that the same condition has the highest visual similarity between
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first and second stimulus, the different condition has the lowest

visual similarity, and the mirror condition is in between the two

extremes. Thus, it is plausible that only mirror condition had

sufficient sensibility to the training effects. A potential lack of

sensibility in the same and different conditions could eventually

prevent the revelation of amore global improvement in letter pro-

cessing. Thus, we cannot fully disentangle here between a strict

mirror discrimination effect and amore global improvement in vi-

sual letter discriminability.

Despite these specific doubts, the results contribute to a

perspective shift on how humans can learn to read more

fluently, targeting mirror invariance in the initial phase of literacy

acquisition, by using a multisystem mapping perspective33 that

paradoxically excludes visual inputs during most of the training.

However, we cannot rule out the possibility that this much-

improved performance is only due to repeated exposure and

training with mirror letters, and not with the multi-sensory

component of the training. The importance of bypassing the

visual system should be formally tested in future studies, so

as to disentangle the contribution of the other systems map-

pings beyond audio-visual mapping (i.e., grapheme-phoneme

correspondences).

The present work also underscores the utility of post-training

naps as a powerful and physiological learning enhancer,

improving the automaticity, the magnitude, and the duration of

the specific pre-sleep learning. Our study represents a concrete

example of interdisciplinary synergy between the cognitive

neuroscience of reading and the science of sleep, enabling an in-

tegrated view of how such specific learning interacts with sleep

at short and long terms. It also shows the interest of using a

causal approach (RCTs interventions) combined with ecologi-

cally valid designs for the school context, in order to provide

robust evidence that can be rapidly translated into school prac-

tice. In fact, the present study can be classified in the Pasteur’s

quadrant for education,58 a type of research that is conducted

both to answer important theoretical questions while having im-

mediate use at school. Further neuroimaging research should

test whether the results found using behavioral measures in

our study would also translate to brain changes in the neural sys-

tems involved in such learning, as predicted in our model.33

Further, the contribution of fronto-parietal attention networks

during the learning process should be determined.59–61 In partic-

ular, future studies should clarify the potential role played by

inhibitory mechanisms linked to the cognitive control network

related to the prefrontal cortex (PFC), by showing the dynamic

aspect of learning related to a switch from the effortful/conscious

mirror discrimination to an easy/automatic discrimination by

studying the differential contributions of sub-systems of this

network: e.g., initially more effortful/conscious control (dorsolat-

eral PFC) and later more automatic/unconscious inhibitory con-

trol (anterior cingulate cortex).62

Follow-up tests of the participants over the next years will

determine whether the boost to reading fluency due to the inter-

vention would eventually vanish, as the other students resolve

their mirror confusion on their own, or whether the gains will

hold on. It could be that the intervention provides only an initial

advantage—which nevertheless would probably be helpful for

those with more difficulties. However, the evolution trajectories

of reading performance could also show parallel lines between

the groups over time, with constant superiority of the T+S

group. In the best-case scenario, there would be an increasing

distance between the groups over the years, for the faster one

reads initially, the better the understanding and more pleasant

the reading, with potential gains for academic achievement

overall.

Finally, our study adds to the effort to chart just how much

improvement could be obtained across all aspects of aca-

demic schooling by the addition of naptime. In particular, it

would be interesting to assess (1) whether a sleep-consoli-

dated intervention that just worked on phonics would also

boost reading fluency, and (2) whether the two learning types

would interact for phonics and mirror discrimination learning

as they are supposed to tap on different aspects of reading

acquisition, and there is potential for a synergic effect. Major

gains are to be expected if sleep-dependent memory consoli-

dation has a cumulative effect over time, as previously

hypothesized.36

Future studies should determine whether dyslexic popula-

tions,2 who are known to present prolonged mirror confusion

with letters,38 could eventually show improvements in reading

outcomes using a similar combination of targeted training and

post-training sleep. Depending on the results, the current

clinical view of dyslexia based solely on phonological or

audio-visual mapping deficits could be challenged, for

instance, toward a more general mapping deficit framework.

It also remains to be determined how well the intervention

might apply cross-linguistically to languages with different

types of orthography. We predict it to be valid for all languages

using the Latin alphabet. For other script systems, especially

those without mirror letters, the impact of such intervention

is difficult to predict.

In summary, our study showed the extreme plasticity in human

cognition able to overcome within a very short period of time the

‘‘negative’’ impact of an ancient mechanism deeply rooted in our

visual system (mirror invariance), in a selective way for a new cul-

tural visual object (letters). We reveal a simple, low-tech, and

accessible short intervention that can efficiently unleash the

reading fluency potential of first graders. Finally, our work also

shows the tremendous potential of using sleep to improve

learning at school. Both approaches can benefit millions of chil-

dren worldwide.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead Contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by Sidarta Ribeiro

(sidartaribeiro@neuro.ufrn.br).

Materials Availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and Code Availability
Original data and code have been deposited in OSF and can be found on https://osf.io/643jh/.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Data collection
Data collection took place in the Colegio Nossa Senhora das Neves school in the city of Natal, Brazil (Av. Coronel Estevam, 21 –

Alecrim), starting on 21 September 2016, and ending on 14 June 2019. Children between 5 and 7 years old (1st Replica (n = 32;

15 females), mean age = 6.0 ± 0.56 years; 2nd Replica (n = 60; 33 females), mean age = 5.95 ± 0.62 years; 3rd Replica (n = 48; 23

females), mean age = 6.02 ± 0.64 years) were initially assessed at the beginning of literacy acquisition, a few months after the start

of the academic year. Legal guardians were invited to meet in the school to receive information about the project and to give written

consent for the participation of their children in the research. Participants were not paid to take part in this study, since this is legally

precluded in Brazil. Individuals with a previous history of neurologic or psychiatric symptoms were excluded. Each participant was

informed that his/her parent(s) allowed his/her participation in the research in the coming weeks, and that they (children) could

choose whether or not to participate. Children who agreed to participate were subjected to a previous rudimentary phonic lesson,

so that they all received instruction on the spelling of letters. During the phonic lesson one of the researchers (ART) presented all the

letters of the alphabet in their uppercase and lowercase forms. Next, participants were subjected to two baseline tests: the visual task

(same/different matching) presented on a laptop and a letter-writing task using paper and pencil (details below). Teachers were blind

to the assignment of groups. The researchers responsible for the intervention (ART, NA) were trained by way of verbal instructions

based on the procedures described in the manuscript

Groups
The average scores of these baseline tests were used to rank and randomly assign participants into four balanced groups

for initial performance, with an equal number of children in each group. After this stratification the groups were differentially

treated as following: a multisensory-motor training group using mirror-letter pairs such as b and d (T = Training); a group

receiving the same training with mirror-letters been followed by post-training naps (T+S = Training + Sleep); a classical

no-training control group (C = Control), and an additional active control group (AC = Active Control) that received the same

multisensory-motor training as the previous one but playing only with symmetrical letters, thus with no mirror discrimination

training.

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited Data

Raw and analyzed data plus code have been

deposited in OSF

This paper https://osf.io/643jh/

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Humans Children between 5 and 7 years old were

assessed in the Colegio Nossa Senhora

das Neves school in the city of Natal, Brazil.

https://osf.io/643jh/

Software and Algorithms

The R Project for Statistical Computing N/A https://www.r-project.org software

PsychoPy N/A https://www.psychopy.org software

Photoshop and Illustrator Adobe, San Jose, CA N/A
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The AC group was used as a control for several socio-emotional aspects introduced by the special situation of the intervention for

participants in the training groups (T and T+S). Note that during these three weeks, children in the training groups and the AC group

did not participate in the regular activities of the school during the 30-minute duration of the training but instead played new multi-

sensory-motor games in restricted groups (including colleagues from different classes). Thus, while controlling for unspecific factors,

the training in this group did not involve mirror discrimination learning.

TheC group only took part in the tests but did not participate in any activity during the intervention period. The other groups (T, T+S,

and AC) were invited to participate daily (weekdays) according to their respective training/nap sessions.

Baseline performance across replicas showed a large degree of inter-individual variability, which reflects the variability in the pool

of participants from one academic year to the next. Importantly, however, within any given year (i.e., replica), the performance at

baseline was guaranteed to be equivalent across groups, due to the stratified randomization. As a consequence, the medians varied

very little across replicas.

Extra control groups (sleep with no training)
The extra control groups were obtained from a convenience sample of non-trained children undergoing four prevalent regimes of

class/sleep combinations in their daily routines. Typically, Brazilian children spend either all day or only the morning at school. Based

on a questionnaire filled by the parents and regime enrolled in school, the children were sorted into four naturalistic groups: the ‘‘no

nap at home’’ group with children that stayed in school only in the morning and usually had no afternoon naps at home, the ‘‘nap at

home’’ group with children that stayed in school only in the morning and usually had afternoon naps at home; the ‘‘no nap at school’’

group with children that stayed in school the whole day but did not have afternoon naps; and the ‘‘nap at school’’ group with children

that stayed in school the whole day and had afternoon naps. The only difference between this last group and the T+S group is that the

‘‘nap at school’’ participants did not undergo any training before taking the nap. The results show that sleep alone does not impact

reading speed at any level (Figure S3) and that all four extra groups display the same reading fluency as themain control groups. Note

in Figure 6A that the yellow limits corresponds to the 1st and 3rd inter-quartiles of these extra control groups averaged together; and

the brown line represents the median). The extra controls were not laboratory-oriented but rather school-oriented, and were used to

obtain extra control on the expected reading performance from that population, and to test the impact of naps without training.

Randomization of the extra control groups was performed with a 5-digit random number table.

Socioeconomic status (SES)
Socio-Economic Status was assessed via the declared salary range of the legal guardians. The minimum monthly wage (salary) in

Brazil in 2019 is 998 Brazilian Reais (�262 USD), and is paid 13 times per year. We found the following SES distributions for our sam-

ples: 1st Replica: 6.25% up to 1 salary, 12.5% 1–2 salaries, 34.4% 2–3 salaries, 46.9% above 4 salaries; 2nd Replica: 6.68% up to 1

salary, 8.33% 1–2 salaries, 21.7% 2–3 salaries, 63.3% above 4 salaries; 3rd Replica: 4.25% up to 1 salary, 12.8% 1–2 salaries, 17.0%

2–3 salaries, 65.9% above 4 salaries.

Calendar
The academic year in Brazil typically starts in February. The baseline measurements took place in September. The ‘‘immediately af-

ter’’ measurements took place in October (maximum 1 week after the end of the intervention) and the long-term measurements

(�120 days after the end of the intervention) in February of the next academic year. The reading scores of replica 1 were measured

�360 days after the end of the intervention, i.e., in September of the following academic year, and for replicas 2 and 3 they were

measured �120 days after the end of the intervention.

Ecologically valid RCT design
In order to have direct relevance for education, well-controlled RCTs were designed in a school-basedmanner. First, the training, the

sleep, and the testing were performed inside the school. Second, not only ‘‘laboratory-style’’ tasks were used but also those normally

practiced at school (writing and reading on paper). Third, stimuli in all three tasks (visual, writing, and reading) respected the natural

prevalence of letters in Brazilian Portuguese, instead of over-representing mirror-letters for instance. The naturalistic design is thus a

plus, not a caveat. Our intervention dealt with a translation to real school education, beyond the idealized laboratory situation, with

direct relevance to educational practices, i.e., with societal impact.

Our design choices of course imposed some limitations. In order to reduce the impact of the research on the school dynamics, we

had to restrict the number of participants, tests, and trials. Despite these limitations, our measures presented sufficient stability,

including equivalent results between the two control groups (C and AC) across data points, tasks, and replicas, and sufficient sen-

sibility to learning changes in the trained groups (T and T+S), in order to satisfactorily answer our research questions.

The RCTs we conducted adhered to the most important aspects of the CONSORT statement (established for clinical trials) as a

randomized (for groups) and controlled (two control groups) study, with description of participants, study settings, outcomes, back-

ground, objectives, pre-registration, changes in trial design (relative to pre-registration, as described here), changes in the outcomes

(dropouts were described for each task), sample size (the pre-registration describes how it was determined), similarity of interven-

tions (clearly stated, e.g., see description of group AC), statistical methods, participant flow (N.A.), losses and exclusions (N.A.), rea-

sons for stopping (the dropouts are described below), recruitment, baseline data (except for reading speed because participants

were not reading at baseline), blinding (the experimenter was not blind to the group when applied the tasks but for the ‘‘writing
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task,’’ which carries a potential of human bias we used a blind correction; the computer task was of course blind), the limitations of the

study and the funding information.We did not adhere tominor points in the checklist of CONSORT concerning the format of the report

(identification as a randomized trial in the title and the use of structured summary, i.e., design, methods, results, conclusions).

Dropouts
Since the studies were performed not in a laboratory but in a school, and especially because long-term retesting was required, a high

rate of dropouts was expected. Indeed, several participants left the school in the following academic years, hindering long-term re-

testing (three participants in the 1st replica, six in the 2nd replica with two additional participants who declined to participate after the

intervention had begun, and 12 in the 3rd replica). Further reduction in the number of participants for the visual task was produced by

the exclusion criteria for quality control (see Data Analysis section)

Remaining participants
Note that the small number of remaining participants in replica 1 (5 or 6 per group) precluded significant long-term group differences

between T versus T+S in both the visual (for Error Rates), writing and reading tasks, when using the stringent Bonferroni-correction. In

contrast, replicas 2 and 3 with more participants did not presented this issue. Further, replica 2 (the most powered one), show sig-

nificant long-term effects on the T group (relative to the other control groups) in all three tasks (visual, writing and reading). Thus, these

results points to a threshold of minimum number of participants required in future replications when using stringent corrections as

here: it corresponds to the number of participants in replica 2, i.e., 11 participants per group (as observed in the visual task). Note

also that this is the number of remaining participants, so a higher number of initial participants is necessary to take into account

the high prevalence of dropouts in a school-based study with several data points.

METHOD DETAILS

Ethics statement
This research was approved by the UFRN local ethical committee (5537 – Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Norte – Lagoa

Nova Campus Central, Brazil), permit # 85580318.7.0000.5537.

Tasks
Three tasks were used here. A ‘‘laboratory-style’’ visual discrimination task, and two ‘‘school-style’’ tasks: a paper and pencilwriting

task and reading on paper task. Note that for replica 3we had planned to record an intermediate post-intervention time-point (60 days

after the intervention) but for practical reasons we decided to cancel this extra recording.

Visual task
In our standard test for mirror discrimination (Figure 2), pairs of images were presented on a computer screen (laptop), and partic-

ipants were instructed to decide whether they were the ‘‘same’’ or ‘‘different’’ and press the corresponding buttons. In separate trials,

single letters or visual iconswere presented in a sequence similar to that used previously15,28,41. Each trial startedwith a fixation cross

for 1000 ms, followed by the first stimulus for 200 ms, then a new fixation cross for 300 ms, then the second stimulus (the same, a

mirror version, or a different one), which was 25% larger than the first stimulus, to avoid physical repetition. Two categories (letters

versus symbols) and three types of repetition (same, mirror, different) were used intermixed in a single block, for a total of 60 trials per

recording. All trials were automatically sorted, so as to generate a random sequence of stimulus presentation.We presented a slightly

reduced subset of stimuli previously used in28 with asymmetric single letters (lower case): b, f, h, k, s, z, c, e, a, g and asymmetric

visual icons:

Writing task
In this ‘‘letter writing’’ task the participants had to copy the following letters (b, c, a, f, e, d, g, h, k, s, z, p) for replica 1 and 2, and an

extended version for replica 3with five additional letters (j, q, r, t, y). All letters were presented in Arial font, size 90. Each child received

a blank sheet divided into squares (one for each letter copy). The researcher showed one letter at a time for 3 s, then immediately after

that the participant had to write the letter while blindfolded.

Reading speed task
Here, children were requested to read a list of words and another list of pseudo-words printed on separate sheets of paper. Partic-

ipants had 1 minute to read each list. These lists were essentially the same used in our previous studies done with adults, but stimuli

outside the typical vocabulary of young children were excluded. The reading speed scores (total number of stimuli read) were
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calculated by averaging the number of words and pseudo-words read in one minute, as was done in our previous studies4,15,41. Re-

sults for word and pseudo-word reading fluency, respectively for C, AC, T, and T+S, were the following: 1st replica (words: 32.0; 29.3;

31.5; 58.0 and pseudo-words: 27.2; 20.5; 21.2; 45.2); 2nd replica (words: 26.5; 25.1; 35; 50.7 and pseudo-words: 22.5; 22.5; 29.3;

42.8); 3rd replica (words: 28.9; 31.8; 32.2; 57.1 and pseudo-words: 24.0; 24.0; 22.8; 48.9).

The average fluency for word reading in all of our control groups (�25/30 words per minute) was in the expected range, similar to

those obtained from equivalent populations in Brazil63 despite differences in the testing material. Interestingly however, our scores

can be readily compared with those obtained in our previous study using essentially the samematerial4. Brazilian adults who learned

to read in adulthood (referred to as ex-illiterates fromBrazil, i.e., ‘‘EXB’’ group) obtained average scores (�30words and�23 pseudo-

words per minute) that were comparable to those of our present control participants. Note that EXB participants had on average 1.4

years of literacy training. However, another group of ex-illiterates (from Portugal-‘‘EXP’’ group) only reached a very modest level of

reading fluency (�15words and�11 pseudo-words per minute) despite 2.4 years of literacy training (see Table S1 and Figure S1 in4).

Further, note the equivalent levels of reading speed in replica 1 (measured�360 days after the end of the training) and the other two

replicas (measured�120 days after) in Figure 4A. One could expect better reading performance in children with more literacy training

(replica 1). However, asmentioned in the previous paragraph, this relationship is not always reliable. Additionally, in replica 1, children

had an additional holiday period (�1 month), and the tests were performed immediately after this period of literacy training interrup-

tion, when the performance is expected to drop, a classical effect described more than a century ago and known as ‘‘summer

learning loss.’’ This effect is particularly strong in less developed areas64 such as in Natal, given that children are not highly stimulated

to read during holidays, and watch TV instead.

Training
Participants in the T, T+S, and AC groups received daily (weekdays) training sessions of 30 minutes at 09:00, 09:35, and 10:10 for

3 weeks. The order of the three groups for each time slot was counterbalanced across days using a Latin square procedure.

A typical training session comprised a sequence of short (a few minutes) multisensory-motor activities presented as games. They

were performed in reduced groups (between 8 to 15 children; always with an equivalent initial number of participants across the T,

T+S and AC groups per replica) by a single researcher (ART). Only one pair of letters was used in each session. T and T+S groups

played with opposed mirror-letters while the AC group played in contrast with symmetrical letters.

The training was built based on our multisystem mapping hypothetical mechanism for mirror discrimination learning for letters33.

We have postulated that this mechanism should be particularly important to discriminate mirror-letters. Thus, we created activities

aiming to maximize mappings between systems representing letters and used pairs of mirror-letters in the training groups in order to

improve the discrimination between them. Beyond the three systems traditionally involved in letter representations at school, i.e.,

auditory, visual, and writing gestures systems, we also included active mappings with the articulatory system (i.e., phonation of letter

name) and, more unconventionally, we also included mappings with the somatosensory system. To reduce the influence of vision65

and to increase attention to other sensory andmotor representations (phonological, writing, articulatory, and tactile representations),

around 70% of the time of the session children had their eyes closed. The training sessions typically started by blocking visual inputs

with eye-masks. However, at the end of the session, eyes were opened and the same activities were performed again (for a shorter

duration), aiming this time, to map the auditory, writing, articulatory, and tactile representations with visual representations. The final

aim is to develop a robust multisystem letter representation. Three types of activities (described below) were proposed with eyes

closed: 1) ‘‘air-writing’’; 2) writing on a paper; and 3) ‘‘perceiving letters on hands’’.

By the end of the session, one additional activity was introduced (with eyes opened): ‘‘perception for action,’’ inspired by the fact

that illiterates that work as ‘lace makers’ develop mirror discrimination abilities despite the lack of literacy66.

Below we describe the activities during a typical session
At the beginning of a session the participant’s hand were held by the experimenter so that the latter could guide the participant to

write, either on a sheet of paper using a pencil, or in the air using larger writing gestures. After familiarization (producing basic shapes

such as circles, semicircles, vertical and horizontal lines), the researcher began to guide the participant’s hand for the maneuver of

each letter. Then, the same procedurewas performed for the other letter (only two letters were used on each session). These activities

were practiced both on paper and as air writing. Then, participants were asked to actively draw the same letters (Figure 1D left). Var-

iations in the size of letters were proposed, aiming to develop a more abstract size invariant letter representation, as well as making

the training more interesting for the children. To improve an association between the sound of the letter and the maneuver to write it,

the researcher repeated the sound of the letters during the exercises. The researcher also asked the participant to say aloud the

sound of the letters, aiming to also create associations with articulatory representations33.

Another type of activity (‘‘perceiving letters on hands’’) consisted in tracing a letter in the hand of the participant and asked them to

say out loud what the letter was (Figure 1D right). This activity aimed to map tactile representations with articulatory and auditory

representations of letters.

By the end of the session the same types of activities were shortly performed again but this timewith eyes open. In addition, we also

introduced at this point activities requiring ‘‘perception for action’’ where children were requested to indicate parts of letters. For the

training groups (T and T+S) participants were requested to indicate the lateral round part of a ‘b’ shape for instance with the corre-

sponding hand from the same side (i.e., with the right hand in this case) while for the AC group participants were requested to indicate

parts of the symmetrical letters (e.g., central point of the letter ‘A’) with either hand. The rationale to include this activity was that even
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illiterates (who typically make mirror errors) can distinguish left and right orientations when action upon the image is needed67. We

aimed to take advantage of the discriminative capacity of the ‘‘perception for action’’ system for left versus right sides, to help the

‘‘perception for recognition’’ system to break its mirror invariance for letters.

For all these groups having multisensory-motor ‘games’ (T, T+S and AC), the experimenter was keen to keep the participants fully

engaged, bymaking the games fun, of short duration, with a dynamic transition between them, and presenting a difficulty level suited

to their developmental stage.

Sleep
Participants took post-training nap sessions of up to 2 h a day (between 12:30–14:30) during the 3 weeks of the intervention. Partic-

ipants were invited to nap after lunch in a quiet room of the school on mats and wearing eye masks (Figure 1E). While it would have

been interesting to measure physiological correlates of sleep, our naturalistic experimental design did not include devices to gauge

activity. Instead, the experimenter recorded the amount of time that each participant remained still during the nap opportunity, as a

proxy of the amount of post-training sleep per day of intervention. As most schools in Brazil, the one where the experiment was

carried out serves a community where actigraphs or portable EEG devices would most certainly be gossiped about, tampered

with, bartered or otherwise cracked for fun and curiosity by the technology-craving students, as well as their relatives and friends.

Given the evidence that school learning is improved by novelty68, we chose not to use external devices and thus circumvented a

major source of confound to preserve the school environment as intact as possible.

Pre-registration
Replica 3 was pre-registered at OSF Registries on 09/02/201853 (https://osf.io/tznwe/). The predicted results were obvious because

of the rationale of the study, the previous publications of our model, our previous behavioral and neuroimaging results4,15,28,33,36,41,51

and above all, the results already obtained for replicas 1 and 2. However, to contribute for a larger use of pre-registration in our field as

a way to address the current issue of lack of reproducibility, we pre-registered replica 3, following the template proposed at OSF

(Open Science Framework). In addition to the suggested descriptions of the tests, analysis and the predicted results, we also

included a short theoretical background to clearly define the rationale of the study to understand the predicted results. We believe

that a critical factor to increase the practice of pre-registration is to keep the procedure practical (i.e., not excessively time

consuming) at this initial stage of the research process. Our pre-registration included the critical information to prevent p-hacking

and post hoc interpretations but was not perfectly polished. Four imperfections were detected and are worth mentioning: 1) the

use of ‘‘unilateral’’ instead of ‘‘bilateral’’ statistical tests (bilateral tests were used); 2) time of naps: we had initially planned to provide

naps immediately after the training still in the morning but for practical and physiological reasons we postponed them for the after

lunch period (for all replicas), as reported here; 3) an extra computerized reading test was run for some participants (28 in total)

but due to technical difficulties with the voice recorder plug-in this test was abandoned, and the data were not analyzed; finally,

4) the ideal five testing points initially planned were abandoned when we were confronted with the fact that the children were not

reading yet at baseline. These errors were caused by a missed update of information, because the pre-registration derived from a

recycle of the initial proposal file. However, these imperfections in the pre-registration do not alter the quality, nor any of the conclu-

sions of the present study.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analyses and plots were performed using R software (version 1.2.1335). First, we performed a normality test for the results

of each task (Data S1 (C)). As not all data turned out to be normally distributed, we used non-parametric statistical tests to compare

the group scores. Kruskal-Wallis tests for group effects with significant p values were followed by Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, with

a = 0.0083 after Bonferroni correction for the six possible pairwise comparisons across the four groups (C, AC, T, T+S).

Two exclusion criteria were used to guarantee the quality of the data for the visual task. First, we excluded participants who failed,

in any of the sessions, to press each of the two computer keys used in the test at least once, a situation that could reflect for instance a

lack of task understanding or a potential technical problem (1st Replica: 24%; 2nd Replica: 16%; 3rd Replica: 0%). Second, trials with

no response were excluded.

Blind correction (for group identity) was used for the writing test to avoid potential subjective bias.

Extended analysis with data collapsed
Here we present analyses with data from all three replicas collapsed together. The experimental design crossed four experimental

factors with fixed effect, being three of them with repeated-measures, and a replica variable concerning the batch of data collection.

Intervention is the whole-plot / between subjects factor, whose levels are control - C, active control - AC, trained - T, or trained fol-

lowed by sleep - T+S. The time factor indicates when a trial was executed in relation to application of intervention: session 1 for base-

line, session 2 for immediately after the treatment and session 3 for four months after the treatment (and this for all measures, except

for reading scores in replica 1 that were obtained �12 months after the intervention). In sequence, category represents an experi-

mental factor informing if the stimuli for a trial were letters, or symbols. At last, condition relates to the relationship of the pair of stimuli

in a given trial, as different, mirrored or same. For inferential purpose the subjects were considered as a random factor turning to

experimental design into a mixed type. In order to explore the generalization of learning beyond the letters used for the target training
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(mirror-letters), an additional split-plot / within subjects factor (called training) was occasionally considered for the subset of trials with

mirrored letters under interventions other than control.

From 3 replicas, data were collected from 102 subjects. The statistical significance of factors’ effects was tested under the scope

of (generalized) linear mixed models. According to its binary nature, the error rate response was analyzed by a mixed logistic regres-

sion. The corresponding association with predictors (experimental factors) was measured by odds ratio, whose statistical signifi-

cance was evaluated byWald tests. For responses compatible with normality and variance homogeneity, factors’ effects were tested

by linear mixed models followed by Satterthwaite’s method for ANOVA. For all these cases, model fitting was confirmed by residual

analysis. At last, responses unsuited to parametric modeling were tested by nonparametric ANOVA type for longitudinal data. In this

context, Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney tests were used for post hoc multiple comparisons after Bonferroni correction. As usual, the sig-

nificance level was set at 0.05. All statistical analysis was carried out in RStudio.

Response times
Intervention produced a statistically significant effect on response time, but this effect was dependent on the levels of all remaining

factors (Data S1 (E), Satterthwaite’s ANOVA for LMM: SS = 3.106; DF = 12/1601.07; F = 2.641; p = 0.0017). This four factors inter-

action is illustrated in Figure S4, where difference among groups only took shape at sessions 2 and 3 andwhen the paired stimuli were

mirrored letters. By comparing (pointwise 95%) confidence intervals, the effect of training (T) stands out as reducing the response

time immediately after such treatment had been applied (session 2), but returning closer to control groups after four months (session

3). In turn, the reduction in response time was even more intense among participants subjected to training plus sleep (T+S) interven-

tion at session 2, yet this effect persisted when reevaluated four months later (session3). It is worth noting that the statistical power of

a post hoc test is lower than that of ANOVA and its precise value (along with the significance level) depends on the amount of multiple

comparisons of interest.

The interaction effect described above endorses the hypothesis that some levels of intervention improved the speed to respond to

the stimuli in a distinct time frame. However, such learning was restricted to mirrored letters, indicating that training with letters was

not generalized to symbols. To explore whether there was a generalization to other letters not used for training, only the subset of

trials fromAC, T and T+S interventionswithmirrored letters was considered. Under these circumstances, the performance (regarding

response time) through the sessions was still dependent on the level of intervention (Data S1 (F), nonparametric ANOVA type: sta-

tistic = 29.248, numDF = 3.627, p = 2.538E-22). However, we could not find evidence enough to endorse better results for the trained

letters (mirror-letters) over the non-trained letters (other letters) (Data S1 (F), nonparametric ANOVA type, all p > 0.05 for main and

interactions effects). The similarity between response times from trained and not trained letters is depicted in Figure 4, showing

that both situations present very comparable distributions. Thus, the generalization of learning to non-trained letters is a quite reason-

able inference.

Error rate
As demonstrated by the response times, the effect of experimental factors on the error rate took shape as an interaction of all four

factors (Figure S4). As a result of such complexity and given the fitted model (Data S1 (G)), individual odds ratios become a little

misleading. For instance, the odds ratio for an incorrect classification of mirrored letters at session 2 can be estimated as 5.992

as compared to same symbols at session 1. Important however is the interaction of all factors manifesting as an (estimated) decrease

of such odds ratio by 92.60% among participants subjected to training intervention (Data S1 (H), Wald test: p = 0.00033). Under

similar settings, reduction was even more prominent when intervention consisted of training followed by sleep: 98.64% decrease

(Data S1 (H), Wald test: p = 1.51E-10). On the other hand, the odds ratio for incorrect mirror letters identification at session 2 (as

compared to same symbols at session 1) remained stable under control or active control interventions, once we lacked evidence

to support that the multiplicative factor representing interaction is statistically different from 1 in both contexts (Data S1 (H)).

At session 3, four months after the intervention had been applied, the effect of experimental factors remained relatively stable. The

exception was training intervention, whose association with incorrect mirrored letters identification faded a little relative to the

previous session. If the odds ratio for incorrect identification of mirrored letters at session 3 (as compared to same symbols at session

1) was conceived at 7.772, it decreased 86.28% (Data S1 (H), Wald test: p = 0.000143) under training intervention. As before, the

multiplicative adjustment for control and active control interventions were devoid of statistical significance, hence assumed as being

equal to 1 (Data S1 (H)). In turn, the odds ratio for the incorrect classification of mirrored letters was multiplied by 0.002673 (99.73%

reduction) among participants subjected to training and sleep (Data S1 (H), Wald test: p = 1.67E-8).

In short, only training and training followed by sleep levels of interventions are associated with improvement of the incorrect clas-

sification of the stimuli. Yet, this effect was restricted to mirror condition for letters category. However training with and without sleep

diverge from each other regarding the stability of their effects: without sleep the effect weakens four months later, while it remains

consolidated when sleep is combined with training.

In terms of error rate and response times, Figure S4 makes even clearer that the learning based on letters was not generalized to

symbols. In order to investigate whether there was a generalization of the intervention effects to the processing of letters not used for

training, only the subset of trials from AC, T and T+S interventions with mirrored-letters versus other letters was considered. In this

context however there was no evidence to endorse an association of trained letters to the rate of incorrect classification of stimuli, nor

an influence on intervention’s effect (Data S1 (J)). These results suggest a generalization of mirror discrimination learning to other

letters (but not to symbols).
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D primes
We calculated individual d’ values [Zscore hits - Zscore False alarms (FA)] separately for mirror trials and different trials.

D prime for mirrored stimuli
D’ for mirror stimuli was defined in the following way: hit = mirror trial, answered different and false alarm = same trial, answered

different.

For d prime for mirrored stimuli, the effect of intervention through sessions depends on the category of stimuli, as indicated by the

statistical significance of such three factors interaction (Data S2 (A), Satterthwaite’s ANOVA for LMM: SS = 21.769; DF = 6/490;

F = 4.961; p = 6.042E-10). By comparing (pointwise) confidence intervals, it becomes clear that intervention’s effect on d prime

formirrored stimuli is limited to letters, indicating that a generalization to symbols did not occur. In addition, training increased d prime

immediately after intervention had been applied. However the significance of such effect faded after four months, so that the average

of d prime for mirrored stimuli from participants subjected to training was comparable to control peers at session 3. In turn, applying

sleep after training sustained d prime for mirrored stimuli in higher magnitude (even when compared to training intervention) for the

remainder of the experiment. Four months later, average d prime under training and sleep combinedwas still found to be greater than

that following training without sleep.

D prime for different stimuli
D’ for different stimuli was defined in the following way: hit = different trial, answered different and false alarm = same trial, answered

different.

Contrasting the intricate three factors interaction observed on d prime for mirrored stimuli, only the time has shown a statistical

significant effect when different stimuli are taken in account (Data S2 (B), Satterthwaite’s ANOVA for LMM: SS = 26.280;

DF = 2/490; F = 13.675; p = 1.66E-06). The average for each group, along with corresponding (pointwise) confidence intervals, is

presented in Figure S5. Accordingly, average d prime seems to decrease at session 2, remaining stable until four months later.

Yet, this pattern is independent of both intervention and category of stimuli. Any variability confronting this inference is likely to

emerge from sampling errors.

Betas
We calculated individual beta values [exp(- Zscore hits * Zscore hits /2 + Zscore FA * Zscore FA/2)] where beta = 1 reflects a lack of

bias and beta > 1 reflects an overall tendency to answer ‘‘same.’’

Beta for mirrored stimuli
There was a significant effect of intervention on beta for mirrored stimuli, being such effect unfolded across sessions in a specific way

according to the category of the stimuli (Data S2 (C), nonparametric ANOVA type: statistic = 9.926, numDF = 5.515, p = 2.869E-10).

This three factors interaction is illustrated in Figure S6. Accordingly, the influence of intervention through the sessions was limited to

letters. For this category ofmirrored stimuli, the distribution of beta under trainingwith andwithout sleep concentrates at lower values

than under active control at session 2 (Data S2 (D), Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney with Bonferroni correction: p = 1.688E-06 and

p = 1.776E-04, respectively). At this moment, the distribution of beta from participants subjected to training without sleep was

indistinguishable from that of peers with sleep combined to training (Data S2 (D), WilcoxonMann-Whitney with Bonferroni correction:

p = 1.000). However, four months later, the distribution of beta for mirrored letters under training (without sleep) spread through a

wider range of values, becoming comparable to the distribution of beta from subjects in the active control group (Data S2 (D), Wil-

coxonMann-Whitney with Bonferroni correction: p = 1.000) and different from beta distribution for mirrored letters under training with

sleep (Data S2 (D), Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney with Bonferroni correction: p = 1.421E-04). Aside from this difference, beta (for mirrored

letters) distribution among participants subjected to training and sleep remained largely dissociated from that of the active control

group at session 3 (Data S2 (D), Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney with Bonferroni correction: p = 3.059E-06).

Beta for different stimuli
Figure S6 summarizes the distribution of beta for different stimuli according to the groups as defined by the combination of factors’

levels. Under the circumstances, beta changed mildly, although statistically significant, through the sessions (Data S2 (E), nonpara-

metric ANOVA type: statistic = 3.920, numDF = 1.948, p = 0.021). In addition, intervention also had a statistically significant effect on

beta for different stimuli (Data S2 (E), nonparametric ANOVA type: statistic = 3.069, numDF = 2.691, p = 0.032).

Indirect effect of mirror discrimination improvement through sleep
The Sobel test was used to address if the influence of improvedmirror discrimination on reading speed wasmediated by the duration

of sleep that had occurred after training. When such improvement was measured in terms of response time, partition of its effect

did not provide enough evidence to support a direct component of its influence (Data S3 (B), Wald test for linear regression:

coef = �0.691, SE = 3.165, t = �0.218, p = 0.828). In contrast, the indirect effect of response time improvement on reading

speed through sleep was, in statistical terms, highly significant (Data S3 (B), Sobel test: coef = �17.909, SE = 2.906, Z = �6.164,

p = 7.104E-10). As a result, the reading speed reduced, on average, 18.6 words perminute for every one second increase in response

time improvement, an effect that was exclusively mediated by sleep duration.
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The reading speed was also shown to be dependent on d prime improvement for mirror letters (Data S3 (C), Wald test for linear

regression: coef = 3.468, SE = 0.804, t = 4.315, p = 3.820E-5), so that the rate of read words (per minute) increased 3.468 for every

unit increment on d prime.Whenpartitioned, such an influence resulted in both statistically significant direct (Data S3 (C),Wald test for

linear regression: coef = 1.291, SE = 0.556, t = 2.320, p = 0.022) and indirect effect (Data S3 (C), Sobel test: coef = 2.177, SE = 0.640,

z = 3.400, p = 6.737E-4). The indirect component exceeds the direct one, once 2.177 out of 3.468 increment on reading speed for a

unit increase in d prime was shown to be mediated by the duration of sleep.

Thus, both results for the potential most sensitive measure (RTs) and the potential most specific measure (d’ mirror) of intervention

effects converge to the conclusion that sleep duration mediated the long-term training impact on reading fluency.
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